
MATCH REPORT 
HBE U11’s  9.14.68 vs Leichhardt Cygnets 4.1.25 

ROUND 8,  6/09/2020 

Glover St Oval, Leichhardt 

 
This week we were away at Leichhardt, first time for me and many other parents and kids, and many including myself 
had difficulty in finding the oval where we were supposed to be playing!  Great weather and Father's day added into 
the mix for this round.  We were short on numbers on the day, fielding a team of 14 against Cygnets 15 for the full 
game.  
 
The first quarter started well with James doing well in the ruck and getting out to our mids, who then moved it down 
into our forward 50.   Cygnets were much stronger since we last faced them in round 1, however Eagles controlled 
the possession of the ball and this was reflected in the number of scoring opportunities, with a quarter score of 
1.4.10, keeping Cygnets to no score. 
 
The game picked up in the second quarter as the Eagles continued to play some very good football, with the ball 
mostly in our forward 50, but also some great manning up and defence when moving to our defensive end (mostly, a 
couple of goals did slip through). Great effort by the whole team in playing some tough footy and really wanting the 
ball - it really shows when the boys put in 100% effort .  Eagles kicked 3 goals and 5 behinds for the quarter, with the 
half time score 4.9.33 vs Cygnets 2.0.12. 
 
Third quarter we shuffled positions around to get some of the backs into the action, this was a much more even 
quarter, with the ball moving between both ends more freely.  Eagles controlled possession for most of the quarter, 
however we did manage to let Cygnets score 2  goals vs our 1.1 - “Man Up Boys!”.   Awesome passage of play where 
Matt and Max covered more than half the ground, down the wing, handballing to each other to get it into our goal 
square - excellent example of teamwork and good communication. Some good defence and clean tackles, well 
fought.  Scores for this quarter:  HBE 5.10.40 v Cygnets 4.0.24. 
 
Final quarter the Eagles had their confidence and spirits running high and played another great period.  Very proud of 
the effort the boys put in and the continued pressure to win contested possessions to our benefit - really pays off. 
Another 4 goals and 4 behinds for us brought the final score to HBE  9.14.68 vs Cygnets 4.1.25. 
 
Well done to Max on man of the match - some fierce tackles, no hesitation in getting into the mix and coming out 
with the ball to the Eagles benefit - well deserved.  Want to reiterate that all the boys put in top effort today and it 
was a  great example of when the whole team comes together we can get results. 
 
Thank you very much to Robyn for organising the presents for each family and the photos and frames - much 
appreciated. 
 
See you at training and the game back home this Sunday for the final round of the season!  If we play like we did last 
week we can win this! 
 
Report by:   Scott Hill (Coach) 

 



 

 



 

 


